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Abstract

A sample of 25000 Z” ---) r+r- events collected by the DELPHI experiment at LEP in 1991 and 1992 is used to
measure the leptonic branching fractions of the 7 lepton. The results are B(T -+ evV) = (17.51 f 0.39)% and B(r -+
,uu”F) = (17.02 f 0.31)%. The ratio of the muon and electron couplings to the weak charged current is measured to be
gF/ge = 1.000 zk 0.013, satisfying e-p universality. The average leptonic branching fraction corrected to the value for a
massless lepton, assuming e-p universality, is found to be B(r ---) ZvF) = ( 17.50 f 0.25) %.

1. Introduction

The LEP collider at CERN, in which e+e- collisions take place at centre-of-mass
energies fi N
9 1 GeV, produces Q-lepton pairs through the reaction
e+e- -+ Z” -+ r+r-. The branching fractions of the
decays r -+ pvF and r --f evil can be used to test universality in the couplings of the leptons to the weak

charged current. Assuming the neutrino to be massless, the ratio of the widths for the decays into leptonic
final states is given by [ 11
T(?- -+#uYii)

&
f(qJ@)
P(7 -+ evg,) = z . f(MyM~)

’

(1)

where g, and g, are the couplings of the muon and
electron to the charged weak current, M, and M, are
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their masses, M, is the mass of the r, and
f(x)

= 1 - 8x+8x3

-x4

- 12x21nx.

(2)

The function f(x) is a phase space suppression factor
and has the values 1.000 and 0.973 for the electron
and muon respectively, using the world average values
for the masses of the charged leptons [ 21.

2. Method
The selection of leptonic r decays proceeded in
three stages. Firstly, an initial sample of r+r- events
was selected. Then channel dependent selections of
7 decays were made in order to reduce the level of
backgrounds from non-r sources: each r decay was
considered for lepton identification if the opposing r
decay satisfied specific requirements. Leptonic decays
were then identified from these r decay samples.
The branching fraction for the decay of the r to
lepton 1 was measured using the expression
B(r+Zvii)=--------

NE

1 - bl

1

N,

1 - b,

qq ’

where Nl is the number of identified leptonic decays, ~1
is the lepton identification efficiency after the r decay
selection cuts have been applied, bl is the background
fraction in the lepton sample, N, is the number of
r decays in the final sample, b, is the background
fraction in the r decay sample, and the bias factor cl
is the ratio of the r decay selection efficiency for the
decay channel r ---f Zvp to the overall r decay selection
efficiency.
The performance of the procedures used to select
r + evii and r + ~vP decays was studied using
simulated data and test samples identified in the data
from kinematic constraints. The redundancy between
different components of the detector allowed detailed
studies of the detector response.

3. The DELPHI detector
The DELPHI detector and its performance is described in detail elsewhere [ 31. In the DELPHI reference frame the z-axis is along the direction of the electron beam, 0 is the polar angle with respect to the zaxis, and 4 is the azimuthal angle about this axis. The
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lepton identification was confined to the barrel part of
the detector, satisfying the condition 1cos 01 < 0.731.
The relevant sub-detector elements are described here.
Charged particle trajectories were reconstructed in
the barrel region using four cylindrical tracking detectors in a 1.2 Tesla magnetic field parallel to the
beam direction. The Vertex Detector (VD) consisted
of three layers of silicon microstrip modules at radii,
R, between 6.3 and 11.0 cm from the beam axis. Situated between R of 12 cm and 28 cm was the Inner Detector (ID), a jet chamber which provided 24 R@ coordinates. The principal tracking device was the Time
Projection Chamber (TPC) , which extended from 30
to 122 cm in radius, and gave up to 16 space points for
pattern recognition. Small regions of reduced tracking efficiency occurred every 60” in 4, the boundaries
between sectors, and between the two halves along
the z-axis, at 13= 90”. The measurement of charged
particle energy loss through ionisation, dE/dx, from
192 anode sense wires allowed the separation of electrons from more massive particles, especially below
momenta of 15 GeV/c. The momentum threshold for
the separation of electrons from pions was around 0.4
GeV/c, and the dE/dx resolution for isolated tracks in
r decays was 6.1%. Finally, the Outer Detector (OD) ,
which consisted of five layers of drift cells, was situated at a radius of two metres from the beam axis. The
precision on the momentum component transverse to
the beam direction, pt, using the tracking detectors
was A ( l/pf) = 0.0008 (GeV/c) -’ for muons in nonradiative Z” -+ ,u+,u- events.
Particle identification in this analysis relied on the
following sub-detector elements. The High density
Projection Chamber (I-WC) was an electromagnetic
calorimeter 18 radiation lengths deep, with an energy
resolution of (32%/dEm)
@4.4%. Its high granularity and sampling of shower energies from nine
layers in depth allowed an accurate determination
of
the position of the start of the shower. Every 15” in
azimuth, and at 8 = 90”, there were inter-module
boundaries which led to a poorer energy resolution
for electromagnetic
showers. The Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL) consisted of 110 cm of iron segmented
into four layers in depth, and was sensitive to hadronic
showers and minimum ionising particles. The barrel
Muon Chambers (MUB) comprised two layers of drift
tubes after 90 and 110 cm of iron. The polar angle acceptance was 1cos 81-c 0.602, which was smaller than

120
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the other barrel detectors. The range 1cos 81 > 0.602
was covered by the forward Muon Chambers in certain azimuthal regions.
A further restriction in the polar angle acceptance
of the lepton identification
(0.035 < 1costl1) was introduced due to the reduced tracking efficiency of the
TPC and the poorer energy resolution of the HPC at
0 = 9o”.

4. Initial ~+r- selection
The decay Z” + ~-+r- at LEP energies is characterised by two low multiplicity, highly collimated,
back-to-back jets of particles, with significant missing energy due to the undetected neutrinos from the Qdecays. The r+r- event selection described here was
common to both leptonic decay channels; details can
be found in [4].
Each event was divided into hemispheres by a plane
perpendicular to the thrust axis, which was calculated
using the charged particles. Both hemispheres had to
contain at least one charged particle. The highest momentum charged particle in each hemisphere was defined as the leading particle for that hemisphere. At
least one of the two leading particles per event was
required to lie in the barrel region of the detector.
The points of closest approach of the leading particles from the centre of the interaction region had to
be less than 1.5 cm in the R@ plane and less than 4.5
cm in z. These cuts removed most of the background
from cosmic rays.
The background from hadronic decays of the Z”
was reduced by asking for a maximum of six charged
particles originating from the interaction region. The
isolation angle, defined as the minimum angle between
any two charged particles in different hemispheres,
had to be greater than 160”.
Two-photon events were rejected by requiring that
the total energy in the event, Evis, defined as the sum
of the neutral electromagnetic
energy and the energy
of the charged particles, be greater than 8 GeV, and by
demanding that the total transverse momentum, with
respect to the beam axis, of the charged particles in
the event be greater than 0.4 GeV/c.
Most of the decays Z” -+ ,z”+prc- and Z” 3 e+ewere excluded by requiring that the acollinearity between the leading charged particles be greater than

OS”, the variable prad = dm

be less than the

beam momentum &&am, and l&d = dm
be less
than the beam energy Abeam. The variables ~1, p2 are
the momenta of the leading particles, and El, E2 are
the electromagnetic
energies deposited in a cone of
half-angle 30” around these particles.
By comparing the response of independent components, the trigger efficiency was found to be (99.98 f
0.01) % for r+r- final states. Using these cuts, around
25000 Z” + ~-+r- events were selected from 1991
and 1992 data. The efficiency from simulation was
(82.0 f 0.5) % within the angular acceptance. The total background, also determined from simulation, was
(2.8zt0.4)%,ofwhich(1.8f0.3)%camefromZ”
--+
e+e- and e+e- + ( efe-)e+eevents, (0.5 fO.1) %
was from Z” + p”+~- and e+e- ---f ( e+e-)p”+puevents, and (0.5 f 0.2) % from Za --+ qq events. The
error on the efficiency had little effect on the final
branching fraction results.

5. Analysis of T --+ evt decays
5.1. Further T decay selection
The leading particle in each hemisphere was required to be within the polar angle acceptance of the
TPC and HPC (0.035 < 1cos 81-c 0.73 1)) to optimise
the rejection of background from Z” ---) efe- events. It
was then required that the total deposited electromagnetic energy in the hemisphere opposite the r decay
considered for identification be less than 0.8 x Ebem.
In the regions close to the boundaries between HPC
modules the energy deposited in the first layer of
the HCAL was included in this energy sum. Electron
interactions
backgrounds from efe- + (e+e-)e+ewere effectively reduced by requiring that the measured dE/dx for the track in the opposite hemisphere
be inconsistent with the value expected for an electron, in events with only two charged particles, both
with momentum less than 0.2 x nbeam.
The performance of the electron identification was
enhanced by requiring that the leading particles extrapolated to a point on the HPC surface more than
1” away from the centre of an azimuthal inter-module
boundary. Furthermore, the ionisation in the TPC had
to be recorded by a minimum of 38 anode sense wires.
This led to a 4.1% loss of tracks around the boundary
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Table 1
Number of decays, efficiencies and background fractions for the
decay channels 7 + evP and 7 + pvp. The variables are explained in Section 2.

NT

Cl
b,
NI
El
b,:

total
7 + hadrons
non-7

7 -+ evii

T’f.LVii

31325
0.993 f 0.012
0.013 zt 0.004

41122
1.077 i 0.008
0.019 i 0.006

5059
0.909 f
0.035 f
0.022 f
0.013 f

6586
0.855 & 0.008
0.039 f 0.005
0.032 f 0.004
0.007 f 0.002

0.009
0.009
0.005
0.007

regions between the six azimuthal TPC sectors, which
was well described by simulation.
The details of the selected 7 decay sample are listed
in Table 1. There were 3 1325 7 decays selected, with
a background fraction, b,, of 0.013 f 0.004. The criteria used to select this sample led to a bias factor
ce = 0.993 & 0.012, determined from simulation. The
error on c, was obtained from comparisons between
real and simulated data. The major contribution to the
uncertainty resulted from the loss of tracks close to the
boundaries between TPC sectors, which was slightly
larger for electrons than for other particles. The uncertainty was estimated from the stability of the identified
electron fraction when the problematic regions were
excluded, and from a separate study of badly measured
tracks; it was found to be &O.OlO. Other uncertainties were estimated by propagating the errors on the
variables used to define the 7 decay sample. The significant errors came from the variables Eyis, EIad and
&ad, and led to an error of ho.004 on ce.
5.2. Electron identijkation
The main variables used for electron identification
were the dE/dx measurement in the TPC, and the ratio
of the associated electromagnetic
energy deposited in
the HPC and the particle momentum, E/p. For both of
these quantities pull variables were constructed which
were based on the measured value of the variable, its
resolution and the value expected for a given particle type. The variables II&,,X and IIEjp are defined
as the signed number of standard deviations by which
the measured value differed from the expectation for
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an electron; a similar variable based on the pion hywas also used.
pothesis II&,,
For a particle to be identified as an electron it had
to be the only charged particle in the hemisphere, and
have a momentum greater than 0.01 x neam. Losses
due to electrons showering before the TPC were studied using real and simulated data test samples, and
were found to be (2.5 + 0.5) %. The dE/dx was first
required to be compatible with the expectation for an
be greater than
electron by demanding that II&,+
-2. This reduced the background from hadrons and
muons, especially at low momenta, with little effect on
the signal. Then a high identification efficiency over
the whole momentum range was ensured by a logical
“or” of criteria based on dE/dx and E/p: for particles
with momentum greater than 0.05 x neam it was required that IIIEjp be greater than -2, while for particles
with momentum less than 0.5 x neam it was required
that I-I&/, be greater than 3.
The residual backgrounds from hadronic r decays
were reduced by vetoing decays with energy deposited beyond the first layer of the HCAL. It was
also required that there be no neutral electromagnetic
shower with an energy greater than 4 GeV inside a
cone of half-angle 18” around the particle. Showers
originating from neutral particles within lo in polar
angle of the track, which appeared to originate from
bremsstrahlung, were excluded from this requirement.
The identification efficiency from simulation was
checked at high energies using Z” + e+e- events, and
at low energies with a high purity sample of e+e- ---f
(e+e- ) e+e- events. The redundancy between dE/dx
and E/p at intermediate energies enabled precise studies of the efficiency of these two variables. The electron identification efficiency after the Q-decay selection, Al, was (90.9 kO.9) %. The main contributions to
the error came from the requirement that there be a single charged particle in the hemisphere (+0.6%),
the
“or” of the dE/dx and E/p requirements
(f0.4%),
and the neutral veto (f0.5%).
The misidentification
probability for hadrons obtained from simulation was similarly checked by exploiting the dE/dx versus calorimeter redundancy. In
addition, a test sample of hadrons from r --+ pv and
Q-4 al v decays, selected by tagging ~“0’s in the HPC,
was used to correct the background estimation from
simulation. A discrepancy was found in the response
of the HPC to hadrons between real and simulated
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data, leading to a correction and systematic error for
the background estimate from simulation. Figs. 1 and
2 show the variables II& dX and IIE/, for various
samples of charged partrc*i es. The background from
e+e- --+ (e+e-)e+einteractions was found to be
well described by the simulation. Studies of events
with identified electrons in both hemispheres showed
that a correction was needed for the estimate of the
background from Z? --f e+e- events from simulation.
The background fraction for the r --f evl decay sample, bl, was found to be 0.035 f 0.009.
There were 5059 r ---f evD decays identified. The
identification
efficiency and backgrounds
are summarised in Table 1. The contribution
to the background from r + puv~ decays was negligible.

DELPHI

Fig. 2. Distribution of the pull on E/p for the electron hypothesis,
ll~/~, for a) an electron test sample, b) a hadron test sample and
c) after all other electron identification cuts. The points with error
bars are real data, the unshaded histogram is simulated data, and
the shaded histogram is the simulated background from r decays.
The discrepancy in the HFC reponse to hadrons is clearly visible.
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6. Analysis of T +

pvC decays

6.1. Further T decay selection

0.25
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the pull on dE/dx for the electron hypothesis, liedE,dx, for a) an electron test sample, b) a hadron test sample and c) after all other electron identification cuts. The points
with error bats are real data, the unshaded histogram is simulated
data, and the shaded histogram is the simulated background from
r decays.

For the purposes of reducing the backgrounds from
non-r sources, and then to identify muons, a loose
muon candidate was defined as a particle with associated hits in the muon chambers or energy deposited
in the outer layer of the HCAL.
The background from Ze -+ p+pevents was reduced by criteria based on the existance of a loose
muon candidate in the hemisphere opposite the particle
considered for identification. If such a loose muon candidate existed, it was required that its momentum be
less than 0.7 x neam, and the momentum of the particle
to be identified be less than 0.8 x neam. Backgrounds
interactions were supfrom e+e- --f (e+e-)p+p”pressed by requiring, in the case of a loose muon candidate in the opposite hemisphere, at least one particle
in the event with momentum greater than 9 GeV/c.
The cosmic ray background was decreased by tightening the vertex cuts described in Section 4, requir-
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ing that at least one of the two leading particles in the
event had a perigee with respect to the centre of the
interaction region of less than 0.3 cm in the R@ plane.
The particle to be identified was required to be
within the polar angle acceptance of the TPC, HCAL
and muon chambers (0.035< 1cosO[ <0.731).
The details of the final r decay sample for the r -+
,w+ analysis are shown in Table 1. There were 41122
r decays selected, with a background fraction, b,, of
0.019 f 0.006. The criteria used to select this sample led to a bias factor cP = 1.077 f 0.008, determined from simulation. This relatively large bias for
the muon channel came mainly from the cuts on the
maximum number of charged particles in the event
and on &ad, used to define the r decay sample. The error on cfi was determined from comparisons between
real and simulated data. The uncertainty from track
losses was smaller than in the electron case (1tO.005).
Other contributions were estimated by considering the
uncertainties in scale and resolution of the variables
used to select the sample. The significant errors came
from the variables &d and &is, leading to an error of
f0.005 on cP.
6.2. Muon iderhjication
For a particle to be identified as a muon, it had to
satisfy the loose candidate requirements, be the only
charged particle in the hemisphere, and have a momentum greater than 3 GeV/c, in order to reach the muon
chambers. Rejection of r hadronic decays penetrating
deep into the HCAL was ensured by asking for the
particle to be minimum ionising: the average energy
deposited per active layer of the HCAL, Eb+ was required to be less than 3 GeV. Fig. 3 shows this variable
for test samples of muons and pions. Hadronic decays
of the r in which an isolated particle was accompanied by one or more TO’S, or interacted in the HRC,
were rejected by requiring a maximum neutral electromagnetic energy of 1 GeV in a cone of half-angle
18’ around the particle, and a maximum electromagnetic energy associated to the particle of 3 GeV
Test samples of Za -+ p”+,ucL- and e+e-+
( e+e-)pufpuevents from data were used to check
the estimates from simulation of the efficiencies in
the high and low momentum regions. The efficiency
of the requirement on the “or” of the muon chamber
hits and the outer layer of the HCAL was the same for
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Fig. 3. Distribution
of the average energy per layer EhlaY in
the hadron calorimeter for real data test samples of pions (unshaded histogram) and of muons (shaded histogram). Entries with
E hlaY= 0 have been suppressed.

both these event samples, and thus was assumed to
be constant over the whole momentum range. For intermediate momenta, a high purity muon sample was
extracted from r decays by strict requirements on the
observed hit pattern in the MUB. From this sample
the efficiency of all the identification criteria, except
for the loose muon candidate requirements, was obtained. The muon identification
efficiency after the
r decay selection, EL, was (85.5 f 0.8)%. The main
contributions to the error came from the requirement
that there be a single charged particle in the hemisphere (-fO.4%), and from the muon identification
criteria (f0.6%).
The hadron misidentification
probability was obtained from simulation studies and from the hadronic
r decay test sample mentioned in Section 5. The cosmic ray background was estimated by interpolating the
observed density of events far from the vertex region
into the region of the tight vertex cuts. Backgrounds
events
from Zo -+ ,X+,X- and e+e- -+ (e+e-)p+p”were found to be well described by simulation. The
background fraction for the r -+ ,zve decay sample,
bi, was found to be 0.039 f 0.005.
There were 6586 identified r -+ PUVS decays.
The identification
efficiency and backgrounds
are
summarised in Table 1. The contribution to the background from r -+ evfi decays was negligible.

7. Results and conclusions
From the numbers listed in Table 1 the r leptonic
branching fractions were found to be
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Table 2
Summary
fractions.

of the absolute

uncertainties

source of uncertainty

on the leptonic branching

@ = 1.000 f 0.013.
ge

7 -+ ev3

Assuming e-,u universality the two branching fractions can be combined to obtain an average branching
fraction to massless charged leptons

T-+/WP

data statistics

0.23

0.19

r+rselection
identification efficiency
backgrounds
from non-r decays
backgrounds
from r decays

0.21
0.18
0.12
0.09

0.14
0.15
0.12
0.07

total systematics

0.31

0.24

B(7 + ZVF) = (17.50 f 0.15,,

(4)

B(r+,uzG)

(5)

= (17.02*0.19,,f0.24,,,)%.

The contributions
to the systematic errors are listed
in Table 2, and are propagated from the errors on the
quantities as given in Table 1. Due to the precise measurement of the r polarisation in Z” decays from DELPHI [5], the uncertainty from this source was estimated to be negligible. The results are in agreement
with the current world average values [ 21, with recent
measurements by OPAL [ 61, and with the previously
published DELPHI results based on 1990 data [ 71,
which they supersede.
A test of e-p universality in the weak charged current can be performed by calculating the ratio of the
muon and electron branching fractions

B(r

--+ ez+)

= 0.972 f 0.017,tit f 0.020,,,.

Here, the 20% correlation in
the 7 selection and the non-r
account. Using Eqs. 1 and
in terms of the muon and
charged weak current as

f 0.20,,,)%.

(8)

Acknowledgements

B(r --+ evF) = (17.51 f 0.23stat f 0.31,,,)%,

B(T -+ pvP)
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(6)

the systematic errors from
background is taken into
2 this can be expressed
electron couplings to the
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